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Frequent difficulties in various subjects
Math
word problems
multiplications

Foreign languages
reading
writing

Arts
taking notes
copying from a board
remembering concepts

Science
taking notes
copying from a board
remembering formulas and concepts

Music
reading music

Accommodations and interventions
in the course of lessons at school
during home preparation for school
within exams
extra sessions with remedial teachers,
teacher psychologists,
school counsellors, SENCO‘s etc.
stated in an IEP

Accommodations - math
use of multiplication tables
word problems – orally
no time limits
cautious writing on a board – if necessary, complete elimination of writing on a board

Accommodations – foreign languages
focus on verbal skills
no loud reading in front of a class
seating near a teacher
charts and tables with grammar rules and other information
extra homework
extra time for work
oral exams instead of written ones if required
extra test materials (fill in exercises instead of dictations etc.)
final exams modifications (extra time, extra material, PC, extra room, sometimes even
a scribe)
compensatory aids (alphabet, PC/tablet,, schoolwork reviews, special workbooks and
textbooks)

Accommodations - arts
»

provision of notes from lessons

»

provision of reading materials in advance

»

when writing, control and correction of the text

»

use of PC

»

extra time during exams and/or oral exams instead of written
ones

Accommodations - science
provision of notes from lessons
teacher‘s attention paid to internalisation of concepts
reviews of formulas and other lists of information which are
supposed to be remembered by heart
use of PC if possible
focus on practical work
use of other than verbal materials (e.g. pictures, charts,
diagrams, mind-mapping)
extra time when reading and writing

Accommodations - music
playing „by listening“
playing together with a teacher
use of ICT
enlarged copies of music materials
focus on one‘s strength and talents

„Metacognitive teachers“
☺

focused on a process of learning

☺

aware of his/her own strategies of problem solving

☺

aware of his/her students‘ learning trajectories

☺

instructions include:
comprehension monitoring
question answering
generalisation
summarisation
graphic organizer
story structures

Individual education plan
a „contract“ between the school and the family
includes information on teaching, on learning at school, on
homework, on exam procedures
formulates concrete aims which can be measured and/or
observable
the student and parents are as much involved as possible
builds on one‘s strengths and talents
the student may get some extra lessons at school
all participants regularly meet and discuss the efficiency and
outcomes of the IEP
students‘ learning trajectories start on the level which they are
able to manage

Observable outcomes
regular meetings with teachers if necessary
the student knows what he/she is supposed to learn and study
materials are available to him/her
the student has an option to learn in a way which is most
suitable to him/her (e.g. focus on oral work, use of visual
modality, extra time, use of ICT)
the student becomes motivated to learn, his/her feelings
feeling about
teachers and school become more positive
school results reflect student‘s knowledge and abilities (his/her
working speed as well as reading and writing level are
eliminated)
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